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simulators and disorientation space with high costs. This chapter focuses on the development and implementation of a low-cost real-time flight simulator to train military pilots using mathematical models of flight physics. Mathematical models of a Cessna-type aircraft have been developed
to solve this problem. This was followed by a flight simulator that worked with the new design using the Stuart scale platform and is controlled by a joystick. Specifically, the simulator was designed using the approaching physical cyber system and mechatronic design methodology, which
consists of mechanical, electrical and electronic elements that control the Stewart platform with three degrees of freedom. Based on software development, mathematical and physical models have been developed. They were used to create an interactive airplane flight simulator based on
the Unity 3D gaming engine platform. The performance of the algorithms was evaluated using streams and processes to process communications and transmit flight simulator data to the Stewart platform. The evaluation of the developed simulator was tested by professional pilots drilled
with the help of Microsoft Flight Simulator. The results showed that this flight simulator stimulates the development of the skills and abilities to maneuver and control the aircraft.Flight of simulatormatic models of aviation trainingStwart platform of real time simulationmechatronicscyber-
physical systemkinematic controlModern flight simulators meet two main aviation objectives: (1) to provide training of pilots at the instructor level, and at the student level to learn to fly and earn virtual flight hours, which are useful for flying real planes and (2) to simulate normal flight
conditions, as well as adverse situations and spatial disorientation such as malfunctioning navigation instrument, loss of power, loss of control over the aircraft, confusion illusion links, illusion of the influence of black holes, among other things, which would be dangerous and even
catastrophic in real flight; thus, they must be well analyzed, monitored and studied. Real full-motion flight simulators generate movements and images where pilots feel almost 100% realism level of what will happen in a real plane. These simulators combine a range of technological aspects,
such as Stewart platforms, which reproduce the movements of simulator software in real time at the hardware level and allow to stimulate the visual and vestibular system of pilots, reaching the maximum level different types of favorable and unfavorable situations and spatial illusions. Teh
Teh The purpose of this study was to develop and create a flight simulator as a cyber-physical system, both at the software and hardware level; based on mathematical models and programming algorithms that allow you to recreate a Cessna 172 aircraft in a virtual world and prove its
proper functioning. To do this, the Unity 3D game engine was used as a development tool, along with a LabVIEW graphics programming environment to access hardware and information about The built-in Stewart platform with three degrees of freedom. The flight simulator as a cyber-
physical system consisting of software and hardware was evaluated in terms of its functionality with a group of Ecuadorian aviation pilots who met the main flight training hours with the Cessna 172 and ENAER T-35 Pillan, and met a virtual flight clock using a personalized license from
Microsoft Flight.Simulator The main contributions of this study were: a) the design of the mathematical model of the speed, vertical speed and the side speed of the aircraft as well as the use of physical forces involved in the aircraft such as lifting, weight, thrust and dragging; (b) The
introduction of a dynamic cyber-physical system that includes the Mechatronic system, which consists of a flight simulator programmed to the UNITY 3D infrastructure. It allowed the inclusion of 3D objects such as terrain, buildings, planes, cities, sea, etc.; As well as, to simulate the cockpit
in 3D, how it looks in reality and Stuart platform (hardware) to scale with three degrees of freedom, which reproduces the movement of the airplane simulator in relation to the roll, step, and scour, controlled by the joystick. This study was organized as follows: Section 2 describes the design
of V-Model-based mechatronic systems. Section 3 then describes the mathematical foundations of the Stuart-Gough platform with 3-DOF. Later, the design of the flight simulator was refined in section 4. Next, section 5 presents experimental results. Finally, section 6 provides conclusions
and future work. The philosophy of designing mechatronic systems has evolved over the years, along with its definition, applications and boundaries. From the very beginning, mechatronics tried to analyze the systems holistically, from the synergistic point of view of the integration of
heterogeneous components (mechanics, electronics and computer science) and subsystems to create more complex systems. This method requires development that provides products regardless of their domains. The V-Model allows the development and development of complex
mechatronic systems with an interdisciplinary approach where VDI 2206 guidance can be applied to make systems more flexible and adaptable to the needs of users. This model takes into account the different factors, components and synergistic behaviors of different parts of the
mechatronic product and its integration. Mechatronic Systems Systems reception in the military area. Vehicle development is one of the most obvious examples because of the large variety of functions that need to be performed, according to the idea of using mechatronic systems in the
design of combat vehicles arrived since the twenty-first century, when the basic architecture of electrical and electronic components was developed, for the first example of these systems can be observed in No. The frameworks for this methodology are the primary goal of creating a product
based on customer needs. To meet its requirements, the characteristic method of designing and developing mechatronic systems consists of four stages: (1) the requirements phases - requirements and analysis of specifications are focused on the client and determine the beginning and
end of the project; (2) Functional characteristics phase - features that are directly or indirectly visible to the user are defined; (3) The design phase - the hardware and software components, as well as the architecture of the system; (4) Implementation phase - all elements of the block or
system programming modules are developed. Then, in this study, this methodology contributed to the development and implementation of simulator equipment. The Cyber Physical System (CPS) is a new concept around the revolution of information and communication technologies (ICT)
and embedded systems, and this refers to the integration of computing, data networks and physical processes to become intelligent objects that can collaborate with each other, forming distributed and autonomous systems. CPS may include several disciplines related to software (system
engineering, computing, communications and management) and equipment (industrial engineering, engineering, electrical engineering and electronics). Nowadays, thanks to the Internet of Things, there is a wider development of products that have computational and communication
communication. These products need a close connection between cyber and physical components and will be presented in nano in a large-scale world. CPS can be considered a fusion of built-in, real-time sensor systems and distributed sensors, as well as control systems. As can be seen
from the military, the simulation of modern physical systems has a number of problems, as in the case of fuel tanks in airplanes. Maintaining proper fuel level monitoring is challenging as it requires the use of multiple sensors and several external factors, but when creating a solution with the
CPS has advantages in monitoring it, which helps prevent accidents such as the Air Transat Flight accident on August 23, 2001; where due to a maintenance failure, the plane was left without fuel for landing. This type of system can be implemented in a variety of military hardware systems
such as jets, helicopters, etc. It can be done in any way transport, aerospace, buildings and environmental control, process control, critical infrastructure and health. As stated in 9, CPS projections will have a large impact in a wide variety of areas, and they state that network autonomous
vehicles can significantly improve the effectiveness of the armed forces and can offer significantly more effective emergency recovery methods. The greatest opportunities for the introduction of CPS are the opportunity to reduce costs and at the same time increase the power of sensors and
drives; in addition to access to high capacity, less formed computing devices, wireless connectivity, increased bandwidth and continuous energy improvements. The benefits and capabilities offered by Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) have allowed innovation and improvement of design
principles, as Rajkumar mentioned in his study. One of the major challenges in the design and development of cyber-physical systems is the development of new methods of science and system design to obtain THE CPS, which is compatible, reliable, integrated and synergistic in all five
layers of functionality architecture with other cyber-physical systems. This research contributes to the design, development and implementation of the CPS in accordance with engineering principles. Naturally, CPS and mechatronics systems are different, each with different objectives, but its
subtle characteristics of differences make these systems complementary; because the CPS considers the mechatronic system an integral part of them. Table 1 shows the differences between mechatronic systems and CPS. ParametersMechatronicsCPSMayability/Accessibility-Scalability,
Stability, Reliability, Efficiency, Autonomous Energy EfficiencySafety,Compact, Reliability, Precision and Communication Differences between Mechatronic Systems and CPS. According to work number 11, 12, cyber-physical systems consist of two parts. This component has the influence of
system design, computing, communications engineering and engineering management; all are supported by application lifecycle management (ALM). This component belongs to the mechatron itself, which has as areas of influence industrial engineering, engineering, electrical engineering
and electronic engineering; all are supported by product lifecycle management (PLM). In this study, it was developed as a complex system, applying the approach of cyber-physical systems, where all hardware components are developed in accordance with Mechatronic processes and
software components developed in accordance with software development processes. Traditionally, practitioners of mechatronic design philosophy have focused on creating specialized architecture depending on the solutions offered, while CPS as such is a more distributed system.
Subsequently, in this study, we provide hardware simulator simulator software to produce a complex dynamic system. Based on the fact that for the construction of real full-motion flight simulators, provided as cyber-physical systems, which include hardware and software, were used classic
platforms Stuart Gough 6-DOF. In the current project, the Stuart Gough platform has been designed modified to be conducted with 3-DOF in a limited and low cost manner, limiting the superior ability to perform linear movements on a plane β (x, y, z). However, it will maintain its ability to
conduct any controlled orientation during the flight of the aircraft to get the various effects of spatial disorientation to which pilots are exposed in real life. Among them are the following, which were modeled in this project: a) the illusion of a track; (b) Illusions of approximation; and (c) the
illusions of land degradation or merging. With these robotic hardware and software platforms, both military and private pilots can be trained, allowing them to develop spatial orientation skills to avoid potential catastrophic accidents. This study applied the architecture proposed by Hunt,
which is known as the parallel 3-RPS robot. This architecture consists of three identical RPS legs, the length of which is changed by prismatic joints, while the platform moves from 3-DOF, as shown in the illustration of the platform's design 1.Schematic. The main equations used by
Stewart's platforms with 3-DOF according to Nos 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 were: Equations of vectors a1, a2and a3:a1'g00Ta2'12g32g0Ta3'12g-32g0TE1Equations vectors b1, b2and b3:b1'h00Tb2'12h32h0Tb3'12h-32h0TE2Equations prismatic connection represented by three points, namely q1,
q2and q3:Equation position vector p:Equation matrix rotation of the RBA. The equation of joint q1, the procedure of which is equivalent to q2 and q3:q1'pxpypz'uxvxuvyvyuzvzz'h00'px'h'uxpy'h'uypz'h'uzE6Figure 2 shows the architecture of the system consisting of two layers. The
architectural scheme of the flight simulator system. This layer consists of three subsystems: (1) a flight simulator control subsystem that processes the logic of virtual flight of an aircraft using mathematical, physical and technical and aviation models; (2) a communication subsystem that
controls the connection to the second layer using sockets, TCP/IP protocol, and flat files containing information about the roll, pitch, and scour, which corresponds to the movement of the plane; and (3) the graphical user interface of the subsystem that manages Unity 3D components and
assets to create a virtual world that corresponds to the city of Manta, which is the plane's destination. This layer consists of three subsystems that: (1) the communication subsystem controls the connection to the first layer using sockets and reads a flat file with information about the roll,
step, and scour the plane; (2) The control system receives information corresponding to the roll, step and scour the aircraft to be able to reproduce its movements on the Stuart platform with three degrees of freedom with the help of servo engines; and (3) the graphical user interface
subsystem-manages components of LabView to view real-time roll, pitch, and scour the values of the aircraft for the work of the Stuart platform. In this study, we offer a dynamic flight system model based on the models proposed by 6, 19, 20. Figure 3 shows the interaction between the pilot,
the plane and Stuart's platform with three degrees of freedom. The pilot controls the flight simulator with a joystick, where he controls the following components: (1) the rise and fall of the aircraft (range: 45, 45); (2) tilt and turn of the aircraft (range: 30 to 30 euros); (3) aircraft power (range:
No.1, 1); (4) airplane pedals; and (5) activation and deactivation of the cruising speed of the aircraft. Stuart's platform reproduces roll, pitch and scour movements generated by a flight simulator that is programmed with mathematical models of flight physics. The proposed dynamic flight
simulator system. For the Three Degrees of Freedom Stewart platform, we used a multifunctional DAz map-tested data with the Texas Instruments Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) that was programmed with LabVIEW to work with kinematics and system dynamics based on the platform's
triangular geometry. This map controls: (1) performance characteristics such as power control and aircraft acceleration; (2) the quality of the treatment, such as the control of the speed of the aircraft's progress and rotation; and (3) flight characteristics such as short take-off and landing
functions, altitude limit alarms, proximity alarms to the ground and landing control alarms. The design and construction of the mechatronic product as a complex system was based on The V model, as shown in Figure 4. The following tasks were performed in accordance with different areas
of expertise: (1) Mechanical Engineering- This area was applied to adapt and create mechanical elements of the Stuart platform with three broadcast degrees of freedom, given that the proposed dynamic model has no friction and that the kinematic circuits are symmetrical and thin; (2)
Electrical and Electronic Engineering - This area was used to control the Stuart platform using servo engines to simplify the inertia and flexibility of kinematic circuits; and (3) Information Technology - This area has been applied to the Data Width Data Map Program (PWM) using LabVIEW
and to work with kinematics and dynamics of a triangular geometry system that reproduces the roll, pitch and prowl movements of the flight simulator. The use of the V model to develop a flight simulator. The management program code was based on The block diagrams generated by
LabVIEW, for which data related to the roll, step and scour that the exits of the flight simulator are read from a flat file. This data is interpreted numerically and processed to be sent to the servo engines that control the Stewart platform and allow the flight simulator to play. In Figure 5, you
can see the flow of data below: (1) THE programming of the Pulse Width Modulation Channel (PWM); (2) programming the functions of downloading and downloading the roll, pitching and scouring the data that come from the flight simulator; (3) programming roll conversion, step and prowl
value in modulation pulse width (PWM) signals to be able to move servo engines; (4) programming the generation of a square signal by assigning a permanent value to a period corresponding to 50 Hz; (5) programming the communication between processed data with the Pulse-Width
Modulation Signal Map (PWM) signals to control servos 1 and 3; (6) Programming the connection between processed data with the Pulse Modulation Data Collection Map (PWM) signals to control the source code of the servo chart 2.Block to control Stewart's platform in LabView.Figure 6
shows the flow of information from computer 1 (where the flight simulator is installed) to computer 2 (where LabVIEW is installed). The flight simulator saves data related to the roll, step and scour the text file. Computer 2 then accesses this text file through a toxic connection using the
TCP/IP protocol. Computer 2 receives data from a text file and controls control software that works with the Pulse-Width Modulation Map (PWM) signals connected via a USB port to the computer and drives the servo engines of the Stuart platform with three degrees of freedom. Finally,
there is a 5 V power that powers the servo engines. The mathematical model of the flight simulator was programmed with a 3D UNITY frame in computer 1, which is considered frontal speed, vertical speed and lateral speed, allowing the aircraft to move in the virtual world, as it would in the
real world.Infographics of Stewart's platform. In this study, we developed three basic mathematical models for the proper operation of the flight simulator, given that the aircraft represents masses such as weight (W), lift (L), thrust (T) and drag (D). In this sense, each of these forces and the
causes that produce them has been analysed. This allowed the flight simulator to operate in accordance with the physical laws that are produced in the air and that the pilot knows to properly control the aircraft. According to No.21, 22, 23, the thrust force generates the aircraft's frontal shift.
This movement can be explained by classical physical laws, which treat the Ft as a punctual force applied to the mass of the aircraft. The following equation is obtained: where the Ft is the power of traction; Ve is engine speed or spiral; Kh is a constant thrust; Ma is the mass of the aircraft;
The Vx is the front speed; Vix is the initial speed of the aircraft; and so it's time. According to 21, 22, 23, the lifting force generates a vertical shift of the aircraft. This movement can be explained by the use of classical physical laws that take into account the force of lifting, as a punctual force
applied to the mass of an aircraft. The following equation is: where the Vv is the vertical speed of the aircraft; The Vvi is the aircraft's initial vertical speed; Vix is the initial speed of the aircraft; Ve is the speed of the aircraft's engine; Kh is a constant of trust; Ma is the mass of the aircraft; t -
this is the time of flight; Sw is the surface of the wing; CL is the lift factor; It's a rotation angle; and Wa is the weight of the plane. According to No.21, 22, 23, as a result, the strength of Lee's sinusoidal component of the elevator is responsible for generating the speed of the side shift of the
aircraft. The result is the following equation: where VL is the side speed of the aircraft; Viy is the initial speed on the plane's axis; Vix is the initial speed on the x-axis of an aircraft; Ve is the speed of an airplane's engine; Kh is a constant of trust; Ma is the mass of the aircraft; t - this is the
time of flight; Sw is the surface of the wing; CL is the lift factor; and that's the angle of rotation. CPS has completed the process of developing a flight simulator based on the XP cycle, which performs iterative and additional tasks. In accordance with the XP methodology, the working group
completed the gradual delivery of software products based on the following iterations: (1) computational iteration - this iteration developed mathematical models, aerodynamics in physics, thread control, and delegate design to control the virtual world aircraft; (2) Iteration of communication -
in this iteration, the processing and transmission of data, from the link to the roll, step, and scour was made using text files, outlets and the local network; and (3) the iteration of the controls - in this iteration, Stewart's platform control system was programmed to play the movements of the
flight simulator. The multidisciplinary approach, supported by the design of the system, allowed to adjust all modules of a complex dynamic system for its proper operation. Figure 7 shows iterations of CPS based on the XP methodology, using a model proposed by Drake and others in the
Xtreme iteration of CPS programming. Unitary tests were conducted on a cyber-physical system that included computing, communication and control subsystems, both at the software and hardware level. Acceptance tests were also conducted with a group of 40 aircraft pilots to assess the
proper functioning of the software at the end of each Figure 8 shows the graphical user interface of a flight simulator designed with a Unity 3D frame, where you can watch the cockpit of a Cessna 172 aircraft operating as a joystick as the plane flies over the city of Manta in Ecuador, where
the country's main military aviation schools are located. The flight simulator's graphical user interface. Figure 9 shows the front control panel of the Stewart platform, where you can see the behavior of the input and output values of the control system developed in LabVIEW, which
reproduces the movements of the flight simulator, integrating a network of two computers that use communication streams with sockets and flat text files, where information about the three angles of maneuverability of the aircraft is found, including: direction (direction or trotting), height
(pitch), height (pitch) Control of the front panel of the Stuart platform. To confirm the concept of operating a flight simulator with the Stuart platform on a scale, please contact the following links available at: A total of 40 pilots belonging to the Armed Forces Aviation Schools located in manta
in Ecuador have been selected for use, testing and flight simulator. Of the 40 pilots, 15 correspond to the area of instructors, and 25 correspond to the area of students of aviation schools. After testing the built flight simulator, we began to perform statistical processing, for which we
compared the six main characteristics of the flight simulator, such as: (a) the possibilities of maneuverability; (b) Motion detection (roll, pitch, scour); Changing the plane on stage; Aerodynamic performance; (e) Interaction with virtual simulator; (f) Control of the pilot board. These
characteristics were compared with the commercial Simulator Microsoft Flight Simulator, receiving the results shown in figure 10. Figure 10, documents the results obtained from a sample of 40 pilots as stated above. The starting point is made in such a way that the pilot was tested only in
the air simulator environment, having been saved from expressing any comment on the experience of testing the simulator with the satellites of aviation schools. Consequently, each assessment conducted by each instructor or pilot-student was free from mutual influence, which suggests
that the data collected is an adequate indicator of the pilots' perception of the flight simulator as a shrewd experience. In this version of the flight simulator, the least value in the characteristics of the simulator corresponds to the control of the pilot's board, as the design and development of
three of the six main flight instruments is almost complete: (a) the altimeter; Speed indicator (c) Vertical speed indicator; (d) Relationship indicator; (e) Headline indicator; (f) Turn indicator. In fact, the simulator is 90% ready and works with a joystick, while it is expected to complete a
research project with a steering wheel, pedals and a power lever connected to the simulator through USB ports. In addition, three experiments were conducted to integrate algorithms of mathematical models developed with the Unity 3D game engine, with Stewart's three-degree freedom
control algorithms developed in LabVIEW, receiving a communication algorithm that receives variable axl conversions by rotating point P (w, x, y, z). Thus, Stewart's platform was able to reproduce the movements of the simulator software, gets a roll, pitch and scour the values. The
evolution of the communication algorithm to play the movement of the Stuart platform in real time with the movements generated in the simulator software was the following (see figures 11 and 12): Average scores for latency times for all three versions. Average frames per second for all
three versions. This algorithm contains motion control variables that were originally written separately and then stored in a text file, so that the latency time of 0.63 s was received with 22.3 frames per second. This algorithm contains motion control variables that can be written using The
Update function in such a way that the delay time of 0.37 s was received from 43.28 frames per second. This algorithm contains motion control variables that can be sent by threads with the Update function so that the delay time of 0.02 s was received from 59.8 frames per second. The
results from different versions of the flight simulator are shown in figures 11 and 12. Based on the results, we were able to document that the latency time was reduced from 0.63 to 0.02 s, thus reaching data transmission of almost 60 frames per second. This allowed the real-time movement
of Stewart's platform to be reproduced with flight simulator software. The purpose of this study was to design, develop and implement a flight simulator as a cyber-physical system with a Stuart platform on a scale with three degrees of freedom. Principles of system design, such as the V-
model for mechatronics and cyber-physical systems, have been implemented; and software development methods, such as the XP method for the design and development of the computer system in terms of communication, computing and control modules that provide quality software. In
addition, mathematical models were used to calculate frontal, vertical and lateral velocities. These formulas were developed and then implemented with the Unity 3D gaming engine for the Cessna 172 aircraft, a network of two computers that communicated with others through flat files
consumed by LabVIEW libraries, allowing you to reproduce the motions of the software simulator flight application on the Stuart platform scale. This simulator is designed to enhance the skills and abilities of flight and space disorientation in the training of military pilots of combat and combat
aircraft. The proposed solution was tested at the level of instructors and students with several pilots of aviation schools of the Ecuadorian Armed Forces, who had previously been trained in the processing of flight modeling software known as Microsoft Flight Simulator. The results showed
that this flight simulator supports the development of aircraft control skills and abilities, which leads to an increase in its maneuverability and flight capabilities. As future works, we plan to raise the development and implementation of mission simulators and low-cost spatial disorientation that
allow reproducing simulation software movements on the Stewart platform with four degrees of freedom composed of three pistons, electro-valves, microprocessors and other electromechanical elements to reproduce the movement of the bank, step, and yaw, as well as produce at least two
or three gravities. This study was partially funded by the University of Las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE in Sangoglicu, Ecuador as part of a research project called Building Spatial Disorientation Simulator to promote aviation security and train army pilots FF-AA. The authors state that there is no
conflict of interest.524total chapter downloads1Crossref quotes We are IntechOpen, the world's leading publisher of open-access books. Created by scientists, for scientists. Our readership includes scientists, professors, researchers, librarians and students, as well as business
professionals. We share our knowledge and research with libraries, scientific and engineering societies, as well as working with the corporate departments of research and development and government agencies. Read more about us
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